Health and Safety Committee 10 Meeting  
April 15, 2013 2 PM  
Anderson Hall 107A

Present: David Zuckerman (DZ), Achim Nicklis (AN), Laura Dennis (LD), Douglas Russell (DR), Nathan Briley (NB), Kristian Haapa-aho (KH)  

Absent: Craig Staude (CS) could not connect via phone, Roy Farrow (RF), Kathy Newell (KN), Nicholas Wehner (NW)

Called to order by DZ. AN taking minutes.

- Informal discussion about actions of committee in case of death on campus. Typically this will be handled by a higher EH&S level.

- Review of Dec OARS:
  - 2013-03-002: Sitting on writing surface of lecture chair: closed  
  - 2013-03-044: Splinter in thumb: closed  
  - 2013-03-047: Falling while walking and talking on phone: closed  
  - 2013-03-071: Tripping on door mats: closed

- DZ reports from U-wide meeting. The Employee Health Center (EHC) is located in the Hall Health Primary Care Center building on the Ground Floor (Room G-07A). Suggestion was made to share open L&I cases to learn from others’ experiences.

- EH&S set up a room displaying latest ergonomic equipment.

- Feedback will be given to U-wide meeting about alert in case of recent power outage.

- May 20 meeting will be in Bloedel 292 (video-conference room) for Tracy Harvey’s, “Lab Safety Survey” presentation. This was cancelled.  
  In June there will be a regular meeting.  
  In July the meeting will include a safe campus / workplace violence training.

- Next meeting is on May 20th, 2013, 2-3pm, Anderson Hall 107A

Meeting adjourned.